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Chairman Johnson, Ranking Member Roby and Members of the Subcommittee:
Thank you for holding this important hearing focused on simple reforms that could substantially
improve the transparency and accessibility of the federal judiciary.
My name is Anthony Marcum, and I am a fellow with the Governance Project at the R Street
Institute. The R Street Institute is a nonprofit, nonpartisan public policy research organization
whose mission is to engage in substantive policy research and legislative outreach. Much of my
current work focuses on our separation-of-powers system, including policy matters that affect the
federal judiciary. My background includes time as both an attorney and federal law clerk, where
I gained direct familiarity with many of the issues to be discussed today.
One of the topics to be discussed is the Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER)
system. Simply put, PACER is a barrier to federal court accessibility. PACER’s current paywall
model is inefficient, violates Congressional guidance and continues to stymie litigants and court
observers. The bipartisan Electronic Court Records Reform Act of 2019 (H.R. 1164) would go
far to address many of PACER’s current flaws.
Congress and the Judiciary Agree: Greater Transparency and Accessibility is Needed
I applaud the subcommittee’s efforts to find simple, bipartisan ways to improve the public’s
access to and understanding of our federal courts. Importantly, the federal judiciary shares a
similar aspiration. The Judicial Conference of the United States, in its most recent “Strategic
Plan for the Federal Judiciary,” identified a number of strategies and goals to address “the
judiciary’s mission and core values.”1 The strategies and goals identified by the federal judiciary
include enhancing public access to the judicial process and harnessing technology to identify and
meet the needs of litigants and the public.2 The following proposals can be found among those
laid out in the “Strategic Plan”:
•

“Continue to build and maintain robust and flexible technology systems and applications
that anticipate and respond to the judiciary’s requirements for efficient communications,
record-keeping, electronic case filing, case management, and administrative support.”3

•

“Provide jurors, litigants, witnesses, and observers with comprehensive, readily
accessible information about court cases and the work of the courts.”4

•

“Ensure the integrity of funds, information, operations, and programs through
strengthened internal controls and audit programs.”5
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•

“Communicate and collaborate with organizations outside the judicial branch to improve
the public’s understanding of the role and functions of the federal judiciary.”6

PACER Does Not Live up to the Judiciary’s Stated Goals
PACER is an online database of U.S. federal court documents operated by the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts. Created in 1988 and later made available on the internet, PACER is
the only publicly accessible electronic collection of case and docket information from federal
appellate, district and bankruptcy courts.7
PACER, though, has failed to live up to the federal judiciary’s goal of using technology to
provide comprehensive, readily accessible information about the federal court system. Even
worse, the public has been forced to pay over a billion dollars to access this public information.
To begin, PACER is badly outdated. In addition to an obsolete interface, PACER is unable to
perform even simple online tasks such as “batch downloading or text-searching the documents
themselves.”8 Even searching for individual cases on PACER presents challenges. As Seamus
Hughes explains:
If you were looking for a search warrant in say, the Eastern District of Virginia,
you’d have to search “USA vs.” Run the same search in the District of Maryland
and you would find not one warrant as they file them “In the matter.” While
“United states v.” works in some districts, it gets you nothing in another. Add an
“s” (vs).” [sic] and you get radically different search results.9
Moreover, with few exceptions, PACER charges 10 cents per page for any case filing, docket
sheet or case-specific report.10 And as online users grow, so too have PACER’s revenues.
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In more recent years, PACER’s annual revenue has floated around $145 million annually.12 In
total, it is estimated that PACER has brought in over $1 billion in revenue from public fees.13
What is more, PACER has and continues to produce a generous surplus for the federal judiciary.
As Congress recognized back in 2002, “users of PACER are charged fees that are higher than the
marginal cost of disseminating” online public court records.14 Recognizing this disparity,
Congress passed the E-Government Act of 2002, which directed the Judicial Conference to
collect fees “only to the extent necessary … to reimburse expenses incurred” in providing access
to electronic public court records.15 Importantly, at the same time, Congress urged the Judicial
Conference “to move from a fee structure in which electronic docketing systems are supported
primarily by user fees to a fee structure in which this information is freely available to the
greatest extent possible.”16
But nearly two decades later, little has changed. Today, “by one estimate, the actual cost of
retrieving court documents, including secure storage, is about one half of one ten-thousandth of a
penny per page.”17 Yet “the federal judiciary charges a dime” to access each page.18
The discrepancy between growing PACER revenues and the limits of the E-Government Act was
recently the subject of a federal lawsuit. In 2016, three nonprofit organizations sued the federal
government, arguing that PACER’s fee model violated federal law from 2010 to 2016. They
reasoned that while the E-Government Act of 2002 does authorize some PACER fees, it does so
“only to the extent necessary … to reimburse expenses incurred in providing [its] services.”
They allege that PACER increased its fees to 10 cents a page not to cover the expenses of
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providing online court records, but to “cover the costs of unrelated projects … at the expense of
public access,” in violation of the act.19
Last year, a district court partially agreed with the nonprofit plaintiffs and found that the
government improperly used PACER fees to pay for some of its services. Indeed, of the $920
million the judiciary collected in PACER fees from 2010 to 2016, the court found that
approximately $200 million were used for unrelated services.20
In short, PACER’s current paywall model fails to live up to the judiciary’s own goals of
earnestly scrutinizing how its fees are used while providing robust and readily accessible
information about public court cases. Furthermore, PACER’s current functionality works against
Congress’ desire to make federal court records more affordable and accessible to the public.
PACER Should be Free
The most important PACER reform is also the simplest—make PACER a free service. The
Supreme Court is a good model. Although lower federal court records remain hidden behind an
antiquated paywall, the Supreme Court recently renovated its own electronic filing system to
allow “virtually all new filings [to] be accessible without cost to the public and legal
community.”21 A similar service for all lower federal courts is good, commonsense policy.
As mentioned above, PACER charges 10 cents per page with few exceptions. Parties and
attorneys of record in a case, for example, receive one free electronic copy.22 It is also free to
view documents at a federal courthouse (of course, printing any documents incurs a similar 10cent fee).23 Judicial opinions are also free to access. But searching for judicial opinions is not
necessarily free, and the definition of “judicial opinion” is left to the discretion of the authoring
judge.24
Another fee exemption applies if a user accrues no more than $15 in a quarterly billing cycle.25
Last week, however, the Judicial Conference announced that it would double the quarterly
PACER fee waiver from $15 to $30.26 The announcement attempts a polite misdirection away
from the approximately $145 million in fees it collects annually from the public. It notes, for
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instance, that the increased fee waiver would now exempt “more than 75 percent of the system’s
users” and emphasizes that “approximately 87 percent of all PACER revenue is attributable to
just 2 percent of users—large financial institutions and major commercial enterprises that
aggregate massive amounts of data for analysis and resale.”27
It is undisputed that a large percentage of PACER’s revenue comes from commercial enterprises
that can afford it. But it is also certain that too large a number comes from pro se litigants,
reporters, researchers and interested members of the public who cannot afford it. The Judicial
Conference’s recent announcement suggests that—without Congressional intervention—an
increased quarterly fee waiver is as far as the judiciary is willing to go to make PACER more
affordable for the public. This is not good enough.
Consider pro se litigants. In the complex and overwhelming world of federal litigation, pro se
litigants are often at a disadvantage. Add a government paywall that blocks access to millions of
potentially useful templates, persuasive arguments and opportunities for sophisticated legal
research, and the disadvantage is even worse.
Even indigent pro se litigants are not guaranteed free access to PACER. Under current policy,
courts have the discretion to exempt or not exempt indigent litigants.28 Even proceeding in forma
pauperis may not be enough to be exempt from paying costly fees. According to PACER’s
website, IFP status “does not automatically entitle [litigants] to free access,” and those litigants
“must petition the court separately to request free access to PACER.”29
Free access to PACER would greatly help both pro se litigants and prisoners to conduct research
and make successful legal arguments. Access to judicial opinions only goes so far. After all, the
winning briefs that secured those good opinions remain blocked behind PACER’s paywall.
Attorneys often use templates and previous briefs to save time, research and expense. Pro se
litigants should be allowed the same advantage.
The media are similarly denied opportunities. Although most fee exemptions are discretionary,
the judiciary specifically identifies media as an entity not entitled to free access to PACER.30
This disadvantages both the reporting media and the public. Most Americans have never set foot
inside a congressional committee room or federal courthouse. In both venues, the public relies on
the media to understand the news of the day. But for legal reporting, the media often rely on
materials hidden behind PACER’s paywall to timely and accurately report the news.31
Researchers also face disadvantages. As summarized in a recent amicus brief by a number of
legal research platforms, “High PACER fees stifle competition in the legal research market, limit
the development of tools that would improve the practice of law, and hinder the improvement of
27
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services to provide equal access to justice.”32 Furthermore, when data are largely hidden behind a
paywall, there is less opportunity for outside researchers to analyze and scrutinize the workings
of our federal courts.
These are not speculative concerns, and public consensus against PACER’s paywall continues to
grow. Just this year, PACER’s growing and disproportionate fees have garnered national
attention33 and criticism from nonprofit legal groups,34 media organizations,35 researchers36 and
even a former member of Congress.37 Perhaps most notably, earlier this year an amicus brief was
filed by seven former federal judges who persuasively argued that “[t]he best policy is to make
PACER free.”38
But if the Judicial Conference is unable to make PACER free, Congress has several tools to do
so, including legislation and appropriation.
Electronic Court Records Reform Act of 2019
The bipartisan Electronic Court Records Reform Act (ECRRA) of 2019 (H.R. 1164)—sponsored
by Rep. Doug Collins (R-GA) and Rep. Mike Quigley (D-IL), and co-sponsored by Rep. David
Roe (R-TN), Rep. Hank Johnson (D-GA) and Rep. Brian Higgins (D-NY)—would go far to
address many of PACER’s current problems.39
Most importantly, ECRRA would make PACER free.40 ECRRA establishes other commonsense
changes, including making all documents “text-searchable and machine-readable,” allowing
external websites “to link to documents on the [PACER] system,” having all available “audio
and visual files of court recording” easy to access and providing simple “search functions for
public use.”41 These modest changes would significantly modernize and improve the
accessibility of federal court records.
In addition to improving PACER, ECCRA also improves the federal courts’ Case
Management/Electronic Case Files (CM/ECF) system. In short, CM/ECF is the federal courts’
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online court filing system and is used by courts to manage their dockets. Today, CM/ECF is a
scattered and compartmentalized system. Because of varied local rules or other protocols, many
districts use CM/ECF differently, often to the frustration of attorneys, researchers and court
watchers. To harmonize the CM/ECF system nationwide, ECRRA simply directs the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts to consolidate the CM/ECF system and “develop one
system for all filings” in federal court.42
In sum, ECCRA is a commonsense, bipartisan solution to modernize the federal judiciary’s
online court records system and increase public access and transparency of our federal courts.
Conclusion
Both Congress and the Judiciary agree on the importance of improving court technologies,
ensuring public funds are carefully used, promoting transparency and improving the public’s
understanding of the federal judiciary. The successful passage of ECRRA is a step closer to
meeting these goals.
I thank the subcommittee for its prioritization of improving transparency and accessibility in the
federal courts. If I can be of any assistance to members of the subcommittee, please feel free to
contact me or my colleagues at the R Street Institute.
Respectfully submitted,
Anthony Marcum
Fellow, Governance Project
R Street Institute
amarcum@rstreet.org
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